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Black Swan Continues to Make Waves
By: James R. Solloway, CFA, Chief Market Strategist and Senior Portfolio Manager
 Global equity markets have rebounded despite a global pandemic, economic depression and social unrest.
 A second wave of the virus remains a significant concern and is expected to result in continued stock price volatility.
 While accurate pricing of securities is a challenge in this environment, we believe that investing based on a prudent
investment philosophy and process is as important now as it was during the peak of the bull market.
“There are decades where nothing happens; and there are weeks where decades happen.”
-Vladimir IIyich Lenin, first head of the Soviet state (1917 to 1924)

Exhibit 1: Equity Markets Get Buoyed
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Investors initially responded to the government-induced
plunge in economic activity as one might expect: They
rushed into full-blown “risk-off” mode. As Exhibit 1
illustrates, equity prices around the world fell sharply
from their peaks during the first quarter (as measured by
the MSCI USA, MSCI World ex USA and MSCI
Emerging Markets Indexes). U.S. stock prices dropped
most dramatically, plunging on March 23 from their
February 19 peak by 33.4%— their steepest historical
drop from a former high in such a short time span.
However, despite the ever-rising number of pandemicrelated infections, hospitalizations and deaths, and the
subsequently stalled global economic activity, stock
markets around the world have since managed to mount
a resounding comeback by the end of June. The MSCI
USA Index (net, total return) soared to finish the second
quarter 41% higher than its March 23 low, and was down
just 2.2% for the year to date. While the MSCI World ex
USA and MSCI Emerging Markets Indexes continued to
lag their U.S. counterpart, they each finished the second
quarter remarkably higher than their respective March

lows; for the year to date, they both fell by approximately
10% in U.S. dollar terms.

Rebased Index, 1/1/2020 =100

In the first 26 weeks of 2020, much of the world faced
some of the most challenging crises of the past century
in terms of public health concerns, economic upheaval
and social unrest. The novel coronavirus, which causes
the disease COVID-19, rapidly became one of the
deadliest pandemics since the 1918 Spanish flu. Global
efforts to slow the COVID-19 infection rate led to
government-mandated economic shutdowns that rival
the worst years of the Great Depression (1929-1933).
The brutal killing of George Floyd, an American black
man, by a white police officer in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
sparked a wave of outrage and protests reminiscent of
the civil rights and anti-war protests of the late 1960s.

Source: MSCI, SEI. Index returns are for illustrative purposes only
and do not represent actual investment performance. Index returns
do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or
expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly
in an index. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

Three months ago, we suggested that there could be a
major change in stock-market leadership. Since
valuation dispersions between U.S. growth and value
stocks (the differential between the top quintile of stocks
in terms of valuation versus the market average) were at
their widest level since the global financial crisis of
20081, SEI’s equity managers strongly believed that their
bias toward value (and away from the largest
technology-oriented stocks sporting the highest price-to-

Michael Goldstein, “Where We Stand: Parabolic.” Empirical Research
Partners, Portfolio Strategy, March 2020.
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earnings ratios and market capitalizations) would prove
beneficial in the months ahead.

Exhibit 2: Sea-Cyclical
U.S. Recession Periods
Traditional Cyclicals/Growth Relative Strength
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Source: National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), Ned
Davis Research (NDR), SEI. S&P Dow Jones Indexes changed
GICS structure on 9/21/2018. Prior data is an NDR estimate.
Cyclicals sector components: industrials and consumer
discretionary. Growth sector components: information technology,
healthcare, consumer discretionary and communication services.
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Exhibit 3: Cap-Sized

Relative Strength,
1/1/1979 = 100

Exhibit 2 is an updated version of a chart we highlighted
last quarter that illustrates the relative strength of
traditional cyclical stocks (the industrials and consumer
discretionary sectors) versus the growth sectors
(information technology, healthcare, consumer
discretionary and communication services), as defined
by Ned Davis Research. As we noted last quarter, a
rotation into value usually occurs in the midst of a
recessionary period; although the relative performance
of cyclical stocks (which tends to be closely tied to the
economy) sometimes worsens dramatically just before
that turn comes. As investors focus on early signs of a
business-cycle turn, they could switch gears quickly. The
relative performance of cyclical stocks has improved
since mid-May, but they still have a lot of ground to
recover.

March lows—yet remain below January-to-February
levels and declined on the return of COVID-19-related
concerns toward the end of the second quarter. In the
past, cyclical outperformance has tended to persist for at
least a year or two upon the arrival of a business-cycle
turn. Although past performance is not a guarantee of
future results, we expect history to repeat itself; should
global economic growth continue to recover from the
April-to-May trough, we believe value/cyclical stocks will
outperform growth, while smaller companies will likely
outperform larger companies.

Source: Economic Cycle Research Institute, Russell, S&P, SEI.
Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not
represent actual investment performance. Index returns do not
reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses.
Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an
index. Past performance does not guarantee future results. S&P
500 Equal Weight Index data prior to 1/8/2003 is backtested.
Russell 2000 and Russell 1000 Index data prior to 1/1/1984 is
backtested. Back-tested performance, which is hypothetical and
not actual performance, is subject to inherent limitations because it
reflects application of an Index methodology in hindsight. No
theoretical approach can take into account all of the factors in the
markets in general and the impact of decisions that might have
been made during the actual operation of an index. Actual returns
may differ from, and be lower than, back-tested returns.

A second wave on the horizon
Exhibit 3 extends this analysis beyond a cyclical-versusgrowth comparison to chart the relative strength between
capitalization sizes and index weighting methodologies
over a period of more than 40 years through June 2020.
The blue line represents the performance of smallcapitalization stocks (as measured by the Russell 2000
Index, total-returns) versus large-capitalization stocks
(as measured by the Russell 1000 Index, total returns),
while the orange line represents the relative
performance of the equal-weighted S&P 500 Index
versus its market-cap-weighted counterpart. Both
relative-performance lines show a pattern similar to that
of the cyclical-versus-growth performance illustrated in
Exhibit 2. This is to say that relative performance in
market-capitalization terms has also improved off the
© 2020 SEI

Unique challenges lie ahead, however. Although equities
have exhibited a consistent pattern of behaviors related
to market-leadership changes and economic-regime
shifts, there is always the chance that things will be
different this time. First and foremost, COVID-19 is not
going to magically disappear. We assume there will
likely be another significant wave of infections as the
Northern Hemisphere enters the fall-to-winter flu season.
The question is, how disruptive will it be to the global
economy?
Although there are well-placed hopes that a vaccine and
effective therapeutics will eventually become available, it
seems unlikely that production will ramp up quickly
enough to benefit most of the world’s general population

Data as of 6/30/2020 unless otherwise stated.
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No nation in the world has achieved broad levels of virus
immunity. Even in one of the worst-hit parts of the
world—the so-called tri-state area of the U.S. that
comprises New York, New Jersey and Connecticut—it
was estimated that just 20% to 30% of the population
developed antibodies against the coronavirus that
causes COVID-19 as the end of June approached.
Recent studies showed that major cities in other areas of
the world achieved an infection rate of between 7% and
17%. London was at the high-end of that range, while
Barcelona and the Stockholm region were near the lower
end. In China, a survey of returning workers in Wuhan
suggested that only 10% of the city’s population
presented antibodies. While those percentages have
likely increased since the study was conducted in May, it
is unlikely that the infection rate of any population has
reached the 60%-to-80% level that epidemiologists say
is necessary in order to achieve broad population
immunity.2
Despite the ongoing spread of the novel coronavirus, we
think there is little chance of a repeat economic
shutdown on either a global or nation-wide scale.
Instead, there will likely be a far more targeted approach
that is based on testing, contact tracing, isolating and
treating outbreaks—a tactic that was employed
successfully by South Korea, Taiwan and Vietnam.
Government-mandated social distancing and
requirements to wear face masks are also expected to
play prominent roles in any response to a second wave.
Most countries (particularly those with advanced
economies) should be better prepared for any spikes in
cases and hospitalizations, with more inventory of
personal protection equipment for frontline workers,
ventilators and other medical equipment and
contingency plans to increase capacity of hospital beds
and intensive-care units, if necessary. Better
coordination among public officials and hospital systems
should also help to reduce the chaos that surrounded
the initial wave of the disease.
Even if blanket shelter-in-place orders are not reissued,
the global economic recovery could be choppy. Until
there is an effective and readily available vaccine, public
health officials are likely to recommend against large
gatherings in stadiums and other venues. Many who live
in areas that were hard hit are likely to remain
apprehensive about traveling on a commercial airplane,
embarking on a cruise, or even venturing out to shop at
brick-and-mortar stores. International travel may
continue to be significantly constrained by government
fiat, especially in the event of additional outbreaks in
major cities that serve as international ports of entry. The
pros and cons of restaurant dining will undoubtedly be

2

Popovich, Nadja and Sanger-Katz, Margot, “The World Is Still Far
from Herd Immunity,” New York Times, May 28, 2020,
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debated, especially as colder weather takes most
outdoor-dining options off the table.
Exhibit 4 highlights the reality that in the U.S., COVID-19
was proven far deadlier in a matter of three months than
an entire year of influenza and pneumonia combined,
and already exceeded the annual death rates of
diabetes, Alzheimer’s and cerebrovascular diseases
such as strokes and aneurysms. COVID-19 is now the
fifth leading cause of death in the U.S., with 385 deaths
per one million people as of June 30, 2020.
Exhibit 4: Taking COVID-19 Seriously
Leading Causes of Death
(per Million U.S. Population)
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Source: European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control
(ECDC), National Center for Health Statistics, SEI. Data for all
diseases other than COVID-19 refer to calendar year 2018.
COVID-19 deaths are year-to-date through 6/30/2020.

The U.S. has clearly failed to enjoy the steep decline in
new infections that has been achieved in other
economically-important countries, including Canada,
Australia, China, Taiwan, Japan, the U.K., France,
Germany, Italy and Spain. In fact, the U.S. is now
heading in the opposite direction. As Exhibit 5 shows,
the number of new cases among the hardest-hit areas of
U.S. has dramatically declined (including in New York,
New Jersey, Connecticut and Massachusetts, all of
which recorded more than 1,000 deaths per million
people through the end of June). Outside of those four
states, the number of active cases continues to rise.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/05/28/upshot/corona
virus-herd-immunity.html

Data as of 6/30/2020 unless otherwise stated.
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Exhibit 6: Margins are Sinking
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Source: The COVID Tracking Project, SEI.

In the final days of June, most U.S. states were
recording infection rates that implied a likely increase in
case numbers over time. Still, the impact of COVID-19 in
some of the most recent hardest-hit states (Arizona,
California, Florida, Georgia, Nevada, North Carolina,
Oklahoma and Texas) has been far milder than what it
was in Northeastern states and parts of Europe in the
early weeks of the pandemic. In response to upsurge in
cases due to the lack of social distancing, some states
have reclosed bars and restaurants and imposed
mandatory wearing of face masks when in public.
Not all boats will remain afloat
The huge rebound in equity prices was particularly
stunning given the bleak economic backdrop. It indicates
that investors might be ignoring the possibility that it
could be a long time before most companies achieve
previous levels of profitability, even as an economic
recovery gets under way. Exhibit 6 highlights that aftertax profit margins of U.S. domestic businesses were
already on a declining trend before the onset of the virus
and shelter-in-place orders.
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Exhibit 5: U.S. Wave Ebbs and Flows

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, ECRI, Philosophical
Economics, SEI. Data as of 3/31/2020.

We expect final second-quarter U.S. earnings data will
show that profit margins collapsed during the threemonth period—yet also anticipate a rebound to closely
follow as economic activity makes a comeback.
Nevertheless, margins are likely to remain well below
their previous peaks as long as the coronavirus is a
severe health threat. Obviously, those industries that
depend on crowds of people willing to sit in close
proximity should continue to have difficulty with
achieving top-line revenue growth and profitability that
comes to even half of pre-pandemic levels. However,
most companies will endure some degree of lower sales,
higher costs and declining productivity.
The need to protect workers and alter the physical
workplace to accommodate social distancing is just one
challenge. There also will likely be a deadweight loss for
those industries that now require extra inventory in order
to guard against future shortages and supply-chain
disruptions caused by periodic virus flare-ups. “Just-intime” inventory management will turn into “just-in-case”
inventory management, tying up cash. Supply chains will
likely be further diversified over time, a process already
underway as a result of the U.S.-China trade war.
Although we would not say that globalization is being
decisively and irreparably reversed, we do think it seems
to be in decline as a result of the disruptions caused by
the global pandemic and the Trump Administration’s
trade fights with friends and foes alike.
Exhibit 7 is a chart that we have shown in the past. It
highlights the big drivers behind the huge margin
expansion recorded by manufacturing companies in the
S&P 500 Index between 2000 and 2019. According to
Empirical Partners, manufacturers in the S&P 500 Index
enjoyed a large expansion in net profit margins over the
19-year period, from 6% in 2000 to a reading above 16%
by 2019. The chart shows that 30% of that margin
improvement was derived through the secular decline in

© 2020 SEI
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interest rates. Meanwhile, falling effective corporate tax
rates in the developed world and the use of tax havens
provided a combined 36% of the total expansion in net
margins. The remaining 34% of cumulative profit-margin
expansion over the 19-year period was due to wage
savings from offshoring and increased productivity of
U.S.-based plants.
Exhibit 7: Profit Drivers Starting to Waver
The S&P 500:
U.S. Manufacturers' Margin-Expansion Dynamic
(percent change 2000-2019)
Wage savings
from offshoring*
19%

Exhibit 8: P/Es Look Bad at the Bottom

One could argue that most of these drivers have faded.
Global interest rates have reached extraordinarily low
levels and are unlikely to decline much further. On the
other hand, they are unlikely to rise sharply anytime
soon, given central banks’ efforts to suppress yields.
At SEI, we believe interest rates will be a neutral-tonegative driver in the years immediately ahead.
However, in our view, tax rates can be expected to move
significantly higher in the years ahead as governments
across the world seek ways to recoup the money spent
during the health crisis. Fiscal authorities were clamping
down on the use of tax havens and seeking ways to
extract more tax revenues from companies that
managed to limit their taxable income through costshifting and transfer-pricing strategies even before the
pandemic (especially those entities in the information
technology sector). Finally, wage savings from offshoring
is expected to become a less important source of margin
expansion, especially as government policies across the
world shift toward heightened trade protectionism and
protecting workers from the virus. The only major
available source of profit-margin expansion that remains
is productivity improvement via capital investment
(plants, equipment and robotics).

© 2020 SEI
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As Exhibit 8 suggests, investors have been pricing in a
more optimistic future, especially for U.S. companies. It’s
not unusual for the ratio of price-to-forward earnings to
soar during a recession. While equity analysts in general
continuously cut their earnings estimates as a recession
deepens, investors tend to start ignoring those
downward earnings revisions and eventually begin to bid
stock prices higher in anticipation of the economic
recovery that may still be several months away. This is
what happened during the 2008-to-2009 global financial
crisis: forward price-to-earnings ratios bottomed in
October 2008; equity markets hit their lows in March
2009; and the U.S. recession officially ended in June
2009.

Source: MSCI, SEI.

Investors largely viewed the precipitous decline in global
economic activity that began in March as a global
hurricane that would naturally blow out relatively quickly.
Almost no one had the slightest clue how bad things
would get in the near-term. Nevertheless, governments
of many countries were clearly prepared to undertake
extraordinary monetary and fiscal actions to arrest the
downward economic and financial spiral that would
otherwise occur.
As we said in last quarter’s Outlook, “Only time will tell
whether markets have sufficiently discounted the pain
that lies immediately ahead. We have to be cognizant of
the fact that earnings estimates are expected to come
down hard—maybe by 40% to 50% on a year-over-year
basis—over the next two quarters. These waterfall
declines in earnings could drag equities down with them,
but likely not to the same extent. It all depends on how
willing investors are to look beyond the valley. If there is
a belief that the fiscal and monetary measures taken in
the past two weeks will successfully prop up the global
economy, then markets should prove resilient. We think
a great deal of volatility is still ahead of us, but another

Data as of 6/30/2020 unless otherwise stated.
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big decline along the lines of the past month could be
avoided. Indeed, if there are signs that the infection rate
is beginning to peak in Europe and the U.S., it may not
matter where earnings go in the near term. Investors will
likely begin to bid stock prices higher in anticipation of an
economic recovery, as they almost always do.”

On the individual tax-payer level, Biden’s tax proposal
would primarily affect the top 1% of income earners. The
following include elements of his tax proposal that would
have the most significant impact:

What we did not expect, however, was the magnitude of
the rebound. The price-to-forward-earnings ratio on the
MSCI USA Index has surged to 22 times the estimated
earnings of the next 12 months. Granted, this includes
some exceedingly depressed earnings readings over the
next few quarters. But even if one is willing to normalize
earnings per share by looking at analyst estimates 18
months into the future instead of 12 months, the stock
earnings multiple would still be in the neighborhood of
19-to-20 times. Exhibit 8 shows that equity-market
valuations outside the U.S. are not nearly as stretched,
although they have jumped to levels seen on only a few
occasions during the past seventeen years.



Looking out for a Democratic surge
The upcoming U.S. presidential election is another
concern with which investors must grapple. In the final
days of June, the RealClearPolitics average of polls
pointed to a drop in President Trump’s approval rating
toward the lower end of the range that has been in place
for much of his presidency. In addition, polls on this
year’s Senate races indicate a general tightening of the
most competitive races, raising the possibility of a 50/50
split following the election. Therefore, since the vice
president holds the tie-breaking vote in the Senate, the
odds of one-party control of the Congress (that is, by the
Democrats) will have increased if the Democratic ticket
indeed wins the White House. This could have major
economic implications since budget-related bills can be
enacted with a simple majority vote.
A study of Joe Biden’s stated tax agenda by the
American Enterprise Institute (AEI)3, a conservativeleaning Washington think-tank, indicates that parts of the
2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) would be reversed
or substantially modified. The following include aspects
of his proposal that would affect large corporations:





Increase the current corporate income tax rate by
seven percentage points to 28%
Increase the tax rate on foreign profits earned by
U.S. multinational corporations by reducing the
deduction for global intangible low-taxed income
Eliminate tax deductions for direct-to-consumer drug
advertising and fossil fuel companies, and limit some
deductions for the real estate industry
Restore the energy investment credit

3

Pomerleau, Kyle; DeBacker, Jason; Evans, Richard W. “An Analysis
of Joe Biden’s Tax Proposals,” The American Enterprise Institute for
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Increase the top individual income tax rate by 2.6%
to 39.6%.
Tax capital gains and dividends as ordinary income
for taxpayers who report $1 million or more
Limit the tax benefit of itemized deductions to 28%.

If all of these proposals were enacted, the AEI estimates
that households and individuals in the top 1% income
bracket would see a 17.8% reduction in after-tax
earnings.
Of course, it is too soon to make any major investment
decisions based on the outcome of the November
elections. Biden’s lead in the polls as of the end of June,
especially in so-called swing states, is not all that
different than the lead that Hillary Clinton enjoyed at the
same point in the 2016 presidential election cycle. Also
worth noting: If a single political party were to secure the
presidency in addition to both chambers of Congress,
such a big tax package would still require significant
compromise. Election promises may indicate the
direction of travel, but have rarely (if ever) provided an
accurate map of the voyage.
Finally, it is important to use caution when speculating
about the possible economic and market impacts of a
power shift in Washington. For example, while President
Barack Obama’s administration was hardly viewed as a
champion of corporate America or high-end wage
earners, he presided over a historic bull market during
most of his term (even if the recovery in real incomes
and output from the global financial crisis that he
inherited was tepid through much of his eight years).
At SEI, we expect taxes to rise no matter who is
president or which party controls the Congress next
year. Exhibit 9 tracks the U.S. federal budget deficit (and
the rare occasional surplus) over the last 60 years
versus the unemployment rate over the same period—
against the backdrop of the country’s historical
recessions. It highlights the relationship between
recessions, unemployment and stimulus effort.
There are automatic economic stabilizers in place when
recession hits: Tax receipts naturally decline as
household incomes and corporate revenues fall;
meanwhile, the government increases spending on
unemployment and other social insurance programs
designed to help support incomes. In more serious
downturns, additional stimulus measures are often
signed into law—although delays in passing the

Public Policy Research. June 2020. https://www.aei.org/researchproducts/report/an-analysis-of-joe-bidens-tax-proposals/

Data as of 6/30/2020 unless otherwise stated.
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legislation have sometimes had the unfortunate result of
stimulus kicking in only after the economy has already
begun to recover.
Exhibit 9: A Big Wave of Red Ink
U.S. Recession Periods
U.S. Surplus (+)/Deficit (-) (% of GDP)
U.S. Unemployment Rate (% of Civilian Labor Force)
20

shows, the Fed’s balance sheet has ballooned this year,
far exceeding the increases logged by the European
Central Bank or the Bank of Japan. The number of
Treasury securities the Fed holds outright has already
increased in the year to date by $1.8 trillion—and is set
to rise by an additional $480 billion through the end of
the 2020 (assuming the Fed sticks to the timetable
announced on June 10). This projected total would cover
nearly 90% of the net new Treasury issuance expected
this year.
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Exhibit 10: Central Banks Wave the QE Wand
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These are unsettling numbers. Many investors wonder
whether such a surge in government debt would provoke
another economic crisis after the pandemic runs its
course. We don’t think that it will. The U.S. has a large,
dynamic economy and deep capital markets. The
buoyancy of the U.S. dollar versus other markets
remains impressive (although we do expect it to decline
over time since it is overvalued on a purchasing-power
parity basis). If investors were truly concerned about the
long-run fiscal viability of the U.S., the value of its
currency would be already falling more convincingly and
long-term interest rates would be going up rather than
down.
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The extraordinary lockdowns across the world during
March and April necessitated fiscal measures that were
unparalleled in terms of both scope and implementation
speed. The economic result has been a tsunami of redinked data. In the U.S., the Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) projects the deficit will reach nearly 18% of gross
domestic product (GDP) during 2020 and improve to
only 10% of GDP during 2021. Those forecasts exceed
the CBO’s March baseline projections by 13 percentage
points for 2020 and by about five percentage points for
2021. Debt relative to GDP is expected to rise to 108%
by the end of the 2021 fiscal year (20 percentage points
above the March estimate); by comparison, debt relative
to GDP was 79% at the end of fiscal year 2019.
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The U.S. certainly is not alone in having a huge fiscal
response that is then monetized by its central bank. As
Exhibit 11 indicates, most major economies are
employing similar strategies. According to market
research company Cornerstone Macro, the potential
fiscal response to the crisis could prove even greater in
Japan and the eurozone as a percentage of their
economies. The key takeaway: Governments appear to
be treating the fight against COVID-19 like they would a
war—throwing as much in terms of resources into the
fight as possible, with the efforts supported by debt
issuance that is absorbed primarily by the central banks.

Recent policies pursued by the Federal Reserve (Fed)
also serve to keep interest rates low. The central bank
appears committed to keeping its policy rate at 0.1%
through 2022. It has also reduced upward pressure on
the entire government bond yield curve by purchasing
Treasury and mortgage-backed securities. As Exhibit 10
© 2020 SEI
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Exhibit 11: Government Stimulus Swells
Potential Monetary Stimulus

Exhibit 12: Will Inflation Jump on the Rising
Money-Supply Wave?
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Much of the above analysis regarding the U.S. can be
applied to Europe, the U.K. and Japan. Exhibit 13 tracks
the number of weekly confirmed cases of COVID-19 in
major European countries and the U.S.
Exhibit 13: Low Tide for Some, but not for Others
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We suspect a good deal of the spike in M2 growth will
unwind as economic activity ramps back up; but that
does not necessarily mean that there will be a sustained
rise in the general price level. After all, changes in the
money supply have historically had a long and variable
lag time before they affect output and inflation, even
when the relationship appeared to be stronger prior to
the 1980s. In Exhibit 12, we juxtaposed the three-year
change in M2, pushed that line out two years, and
compared it against the consumer-price index (which
measures the inflation rate). This highly simplified
approach suggests that there might have been predictive
value in tracking money growth back in the 1960s and
1970s, but things began to go awry beginning in the
early 1980s (ironically enough, just a few years after the
central bank formally adopted money growth as an
explicit policy target). Given our view that the economy
will remain below full utilization of labor and productive
capacity for the next few years, we believe inflation is
unlikely to break out of the 0%-to-3% range it has been
in for much of the past decade.

Europe looks wavy, too, as it bids the U.K. adieu

Number of Confirmed
COVID-19 Weekly Cases

Those who remember the 1970s may be understandably
worried by the inflationary potential of such extraordinary
debt monetization. As we highlight in Exhibit 12, moneysupply (M24) growth in the U.S. has taken flight. But will
it lead to inflation? If so, we don’t think that will occur any
time soon. Much of the jump reflects a surge in
precautionary balances held by businesses and
households; shelter-in-place orders have also played a
role, especially for households. With many businesses
closed or operating at a much-reduced rate of capacity,
the ability to spend has been hampered.

Source: Department of Labor, Federal Reserve Board, SEI. Data
as of 5/31/2020.

Source: ECDC, SEI.

One can see that Italy, Spain, France and Germany
have been successful in reducing their respective
infection rates (although Germany began reporting an
uptick in late June). In Italy, the number of reported
cases plummeted from a peak of 39,504 during the week
ended March 27 to just 1,716 cases for the seven days
ended June 30. The U.K. also recorded a significant

4

The M2 measure of the money supply includes cash in circulation,
travelers’ checks of non-bank issuers, checking accounts, savings
accounts, smaller CDs, non-institutional money market accounts and
overnight repos at commercial banks.

© 2020 SEI
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decrease from its peak, but its weekly totals remain
somewhat elevated compared to the other four
European countries represented in the chart.

(the demarcation line separating positive versus
negative performance).
Exhibit 15: Economies Bobbing Back to the Surface
Composite
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The countries comprising the rest of Europe—including
Russia, Ukraine, Sweden, Poland, Portugal and
Romania—unfortunately continue to run much closer to
their collective peak rate. Like the various U.S. states,
different countries have taken varying approaches in
combatting the virus; the more devastating the
experience in a certain region, the better the compliance
with social distancing rules and other measures such as
wearing face masks.
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Exhibit 14 shows that the lockdowns delivered a hard hit
to European industrial output. Production plunged 42%
in Italy and 32% in Spain. Although Germany did not see
the same percentage of infections and deaths as other
countries, the nation’s economy was not spared;
industrial output fell 25% (about on par with the U.K.).
The global production contractions over a period of two
months were worse than a single peak-to-trough decline
recorded over a one-year period during the global
financial crisis. Activity is now picking up as lockdowns
and shelter-in-place orders have eased and economic
stimulus feeds into renewed household and business
spending.

Exhibit 16 highlights that leading economic indicators in
euro-area countries are also beginning to recover, even
if still profoundly depressed.

Exhibit 14: Industrial Production Dives

Exhibit 16: Euro Countries Jetting Higher
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The increase in activity can be seen particularly
dramatically in IHS Markit’s “flash” composite purchasing
managers’ index (PMI) data, which is based on
provisional survey responses (85% of the monthly total)
from services and manufacturing companies. As
illustrated in Exhibit 15, nearly half of survey
respondents in the euro area reported improving or “less
bad” business conditions in June. France seems to be
leading the way, with manufacturers and servicesproviders alike finishing the second quarter above 50.0
© 2020 SEI
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Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, SEI. Data as of 11/30/2019. A reading above 100
and rising predicts expansion, above 100 and falling a downturn,
below 100 and falling a slowdown and below 100 and rising a
recovery.

Each country has its own set of leading indicators, but
there are some commonalities. Financial indicators (for
example, money supply, share prices, credit spreads)
began rising first, as they usually do. Confidence
measures also are recovering, as are signs of household
buying (especially autos, presumably to avoid public
transit). Still, there is a long way to go before normal
operating levels are achieved across the eurozone.

Data as of 6/30/2020 unless otherwise stated.
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Investors, however, do not seem too concerned about
the speed of the recovery or the impact of the health
crisis on countries’ fiscal positions. Exhibit 17
underscores the fact that government bond yields of the
most economically fragile countries remain close to
those of the far more stable German bunds. Although
spreads over bunds have widened from pre-pandemic
levels, they certainly have not widened as significantly
as they did during the multi-year debt crisis that began in
2010 in peripheral European countries.
As of June 30, Italian bond yields were trading at 1.24%,
lower versus the start of the year. Greek bonds,
meanwhile, finished the second quarter at 1.20%, some
23 basis points below their year-end 2019 reading; it’s
hard for us to believe that Greek 10-year benchmark
bonds traded as high as 34.33% in February 2012 at the
peak of the periphery debt crisis. The European Central
Bank has been quite successful in short-circuiting the
liquidity crisis and flight-to-safety that threatened the
euro area’s financial structure.
Exhibit 17: Calmer Waters in European Government
Bonds
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recovery needs, with Italy and Spain the biggest
beneficiaries. The remainder of the package would be
distributed as loans that would be subject to certain
conditions while also adding to countries’ debt loads.
Determining how to pay for the grants is an even greater
source of contention. Under the plan, the European
Commission would be empowered to issue long-term
bonds. These bonds would be paid down by giving the
Commission authority to raise revenue through taxation,
a power it currently does not have. The only alternatives
would be to increase contributions from member states
(which would be a bigger burden now that the U.K. is
leaving the EU) or enact spending cuts in other parts of
the EU budget.
Speaking of the U.K., the COVID-19 crisis has pushed
Brexit concerns off the front pages. As the December 31
departure deadline nears, the divorce could become an
economic factor nearly as important as a second wave
of the virus. There has been little movement in recent
months as U.K. and EU negotiators haggle over fishing
rights and, even more important, the U.K.’s future
access to the single market. The June 30 deadline to
seek an extension of the transition period beyond the
end of this year has now passed. If a deal on the U.K.EU trading relationship is to be delivered before the
year’s end, it probably should be concluded by the close
of October so that countries have time to approve the
treaty into law. Any free-trade agreement with the EU
would be based on the U.K. acceding to a “level playing
field”—that is, agreeing to a permanent alignment of its
rules and regulations with those of the EU on such
matters as the environment, labor standards, state aid to
industry, and corporate taxes. This would be tough for
the U.K. government to swallow, as it means the country
would essentially bear much of the cost of EU
membership without having a voice at the table that sets
the rules.
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Source: FactSet, SEI.

Investors’ relaxed outlook would be severely challenged
if the 27 members of the EU fail to approve the €750
billion emergency fund when member-state leaders meet
in July. Although Germany has joined forces with France
to push the package forward, there is still resistance
from the likes of the Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark and
Austria. There is disagreement, for example, over the
split between grants and loans. The European
Commission proposes €500 billion in grants, based on

© 2020 SEI

While many negotiations often involve dramatic lastminute agreements, the lackadaisical pace of Brexit talks
is troublesome. It is increasingly likely that there either
will be a modest agreement that includes tariffs, or (in
the worst-case scenario) a no-deal result that falls back
on the World Trade Organization’s most-favored-nation
rules.
Exhibit 18 on the next page shows that sterling fell
sharply against both the euro and the U.S. dollar in the
run-up to the June 2016 Brexit vote, and plunged further
in the months that followed.

Data as of 6/30/2020 unless otherwise stated.
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Exhibit 18: Down on Sterling
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The chart in Exhibit 19 clearly shows that Latin America
has suffered the highest number of COVID-19-related
losses. Peru, Brazil, Ecuador, Chile and Mexico each
registered between 200 and 300 deaths per million
population as of June 30. On the other side of the
spectrum are countries in Southeast Asia. China has
logged only 0.2 deaths per million despite the early
devastation in Wuhan. Vietnam and Cambodia have
reported no deaths. Taiwan and Thailand have reported
less than one death per million population. Daily new
confirmed COVID-19 deaths continue to rise rapidly in
places like Brazil (6.02 per million) and Chile (5.91 per
million); although the epicenter appears to be shifting
toward the Middle East, where Iraq, Iran, Bahrain,
Oman, Kuwait and Egypt are recording increases that
exceed the worldwide pace.
Exhibit 19: A Tragic Time in Latin America

Source: FactSet, SEI.
Confirmed COVID-19 Deaths per Million People

The British pound remains near its lowest levels of the
past 20 years, so a case can be made that a no-deal
Brexit is already mostly reflected in the currency’s value.
Yet the economic damage caused by the COVID-19
crisis, the deterioration in U.K. government finances, the
re-ramping up of gilt purchases by the Bank of England,
and the looming threat of a no-deal Brexit should all
serve to cap sterling’s appreciation potential this year.
Emerging markets: Some are riding the wave, while
others are swamped
Warren Buffet famously said that you don’t know who’s
swimming naked until the tide goes out. The COVID-19
crisis illustrates his point: Developing economies and
regions have chosen wildly varying responses and have
experienced sharply different health outcomes. Exhibit
19 uses population data to show the number of deaths
per million people in a selection of emerging-market
countries. We chose to examine death counts instead of
case counts because of the lack of testing in some of
these countries. Unfortunately, even the number of
deaths may be underreported in places like Mexico and
Brazil because many victims die at home and may not
be officially listed as COVID-19 deaths. Even those who
die in a hospital are not necessarily listed as confirmed
COVID-19 fatalities in some of these countries; and only
some report suspected COVID-19 as confirmed deaths
from the virus.

© 2020 SEI
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While many other factors determine equity performance,
Exhibit 20 suggests that, in the emerging-market space,
it has correlated with the extent of the economic
disruption caused by the virus. The MSCI Emerging
Markets Asia Index (total returns) didn’t fall as much as
its MSCI Emerging Markets Latin America and MSCI
Emerging Markets Europe & Middle East counterparts.
The MSCI Emerging Markets Asia Index (net, total
return) was down a mere 2.3% in the year to date, while
the MSCI Emerging Markets Latin America Index (net,
total returns) was still off 16.6% for the year to date.

Data as of 6/30/2020 unless otherwise stated.
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and do not represent actual investment performance. Index returns
do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or
expenses. Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly
in an index. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

In terms of economic activity, most emerging countries
appeared to bottom-out in April; but the recovery has
been uneven. Emerging Asia and Europe have enjoyed
stronger recoveries than Latin America or India.
According to data supplied by Capital Economics, yearover-year declines (as of May 31, 2020) in retail sales
and industrial production fell the sharpest in Peru,
Argentina and Colombia (with percentage declines
between 30% and 60%). European countries including
Romania, Hungary, the Czech Republic and Turkey
registered drops of between 20% and 30%. Asian
countries such as Malaysia, Vietnam, China, Korea and
Taiwan logged minimal year-over-year pullbacks; in fact,
retail sales in Malaysia inched higher in April, while
industrial production in Taiwan rose versus year-ago
levels.
It should be no surprise that a country’s economic
performance correlated negatively with the stringency of
its lockdowns. Asian and Central European countries
have recorded the sharpest reduction in constraints on
movement and social interaction. Latin America and
India have seen some easing of those constraints, but
not nearly as much as the other two regions.
We continue to keep close tabs on China since it was
the first country to mandate a lockdown and the first to
unlock its mandate. Although flare-ups in the infection
rate continue in some parts of the country, they appear
to be relatively isolated and well-contained. Car travel in
major cities seems to be almost back to normal,
although subway usage is still short of pre-pandemic
levels. Long-distance travel, especially by air, remains
about half the previous norm. Manufacturing and
© 2020 SEI

Exhibit 21: EM Currencies: Risk Back On?
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Central banks in the emerging world are doing their part
to help restore their economies. Interest rates have
come down in almost every country in recent months to
record-low levels in many cases. Several countries have
policy rates of 0.5% or lower, including South Korea,
Thailand, Poland, the Czech Republic, Peru and Chile.
Seventeen countries have slashed their rates by 100
basis points or more. In addition, a dozen emergingmarket central banks are buying or planning to buy their
government’s debt. These central banks include those
with shakier reputations, such as South Africa and
Turkey. This debt-monetization may lead to an inflation
problem in the future. As Exhibit 21 shows, emergingmarket currencies have been under pressure this year,
although they have strengthened considerably from their
recent lows.

2016

MSCI Emerging Markets Latin America Index (Net, Total Return, USD)
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MSCI Emerging Markets Europe and Middle East Index (Net, Total
Return, USD)

2014

MSCI Emerging Markets Asia Index (Net, Total Return, USD)

construction are much closer to pre-pandemic levels
than household spending on restaurants and other
services that involve close contact or crowds. We expect
to see similar recovery patterns elsewhere in the world.

Rebased Index,
Inverted Scale, 1/1/2014 = 100,
Units of Currency per U.S. Dollar

Exhibit 20: Asia Set the Pace

Source: FactSet, SEI.

SEI: A steady navigator in troubled waters
Last quarter, we noted that, “...with a pandemic crippling
the global economy and an oil glut exacerbated by
suspended economic activity around the globe, we find
ourselves in an environment almost completely void of
reliable information—which, to us, makes frantic trading
an especially unwise approach to financial stewardship.”
Those words are, perhaps, even truer today.
While the level of chaos and volatility in financial markets
has abated in the face of unprecedented government
stimulus, it has become apparent that COVID-19 will
remain a challenge to the global economy for the
foreseeable future. With Dow Jones Newswires reporting
that more than 40% of companies in the S&P 500 Index
have suspended earnings guidance as of the end of

Data as of 6/30/2020 unless otherwise stated.
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June (we expect more to follow), traditional methods of
valuing companies are no longer valid.
What actions are investment managers taking?
SEI hires investment managers and allocates assets to
them with the expectation that those managers will
remain true to their processes regardless of market
conditions. Value-oriented mangers are expected to buy
value stocks. Government-bond managers are expected
to buy government bonds. Radical changes to
investment process are not something that we expect to
see. Of course, volatile markets are the true test of a
manager’s resolve, and we are pleased to say that our
mangers have stayed true to their strategies.
In equities, growth stocks continued their run of strong
performance as value and low-volatility stocks trailed.
The weight of the largest five companies in S&P 500
Index is near record levels. Our actively managed U.S.
large-cap strategies are structurally underweight these
names, because our value managers and stability
managers tend not to own them. It’s not just that these
stocks appear expensive; it’s also because some
important sectors (financials and energy) have become
cheap. While our results have lagged the S&P 500
Index, we plan to stay the course with our value tilt and
underweight to mega-cap stocks that have become
expensive and so concentrated in indexes. We believe
the payoff will come to those who are patient and
persistent, sticking with a strategy even when market
conditions make it difficult to do so. We don’t expect the
managers we work with to change their investment
philosophy and process based on temporary market
conditions (even during extended periods of
underperformance), and we don’t plan to change ours
either.
In U.S. small caps, the second quarter saw the
beginnings of a recovery as small-cap stocks
outperformed large caps, as measured by the Russell
2000 and 1000 Indexes, respectively. (They still trailed
by about 10% for the year to date.) The poor
performance of stability and low-volatility oriented stocks
during the quarter continued to hamper managers.
Overall positioning remained unchanged.
Our international equity portfolios also favor value, which
briefly helped in May, but growth and momentum remain
the primary drivers of equity market returns. Positioning
changes have been minor—value managers added
slightly to energy holdings while momentum and stability
managers focused mostly on healthcare and information
technology.
Emerging markets were up for the quarter as trade-war
issues with China seem to have leveled off, yet there
was little capital inflow as investors remained cautious.
As in other sectors of the equity markets, value stocks
saw weak results and low-volatility struggled.
© 2020 SEI

In our fixed-income portfolios, managers remain
cautious. They have not significantly changed their
positioning and remained focused on quality holdings in
their portfolios.
U.S. investment-grade fixed income markets saw a
strong second quarter that began with solid performance
in April and May that continued into June. The narrowing
yield spread between government and corporate bonds
signified that investors’ confidence in the solvency of
corporate bonds issues has improved dramatically.
Reinforcing this perspective, companies were able to
issue new bonds at a record pace in April and came
close in May. June issuance has been strong. Bond
markets have seen a year’s worth of supply generated in
just five months.
The Fed began buying corporate bonds, with less of an
emphasis on exchange-traded funds and more
emphasis on individual corporate bonds. These may not
be substantial purchases right now, but enough to give
market confidence that the Fed will act to maintain
functioning markets. Additionally, the Fed has put the
prospect of negative interest rates on the back burner,
stating that they would not really consider it as a policy
tool in the near term.
In this environment, our core investment-grade
strategies trimmed risk modestly even as managers
added high-quality names with strong balance sheets to
their portfolios. Corporate spreads were at 1.50
percentage points at the end of the quarter, the same as
2015/16. This is still relatively attractive, especially with
the Fed supporting the market. Our expectations are for
a continued range-bound yield environment. Right now,
we're at the lower end of the range. So our positioning is
relatively neutral in terms of duration.
Our high-yield portfolios have seen little change in terms
of sector positioning. Managers remain cautious given
the material snapback in performance and uncertainty
with COVID-19 cases ticking back up. The new issue
market continues to be a primary focus for managers.
We have seen seven consecutive weeks in excess of
$10 billion in new issuance and a record $55 billion in
June. This carried over into the structured credit market,
with strong new issuance and relief that companies have
done a good job in raising liquidity. The energy sector,
however, continued to be volatile.
In emerging-markets debt, spreads have compressed
considerably in the investment-grade space, making
high-yield more attractive. Our portfolios have moved
close to neutral on a duration basis.
Emergency response efforts
Exhibit 22 on the following page summarizes the
approach that is being used to fight the pandemic in the
U.S. That approach involves fiscal, monetary and

Data as of 6/30/2020 unless otherwise stated.
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social/medical responses. As the impact of the disease
grinds on, we are finding that all three prongs are of
critical importance.
Exhibit 22: The Way Forward in the U.S.
We believe recovery from this crisis requires a three-pronged approach




Each one of these alone have the ability to drive short-term market volatility in both directions
We believe the long-term path to recovery is dependent on all three being strong and effective together
As investors, this also requires resilience, discipline and strong governance along the way

Social & Medical Response
Social distancing & flattening
the curve
•
•
•

Case isolation, selfquarantining and home
confinement
Increase hospital capacity in
national hotspots
Private companies aiding in
manufacturing of medical
supplies

Monetary Policy
Fed liquidity programs
•
•
•
•
•

Credit market programs
•
•

Continued development of
anti-viral medications

•

•

•

Vaccines, direct viral
inhibitors and
immunomodulators

Central bank swap lines
Discount window
Commercial paper funding facility
Primary dealer credit facility
Money market liquidity facility

Main street business lending
Term asset-backed lending
facility
Primary market corporate credit
facility
Secondary market credit facility

What’s Next?
In the short term, it difficult to predict what lies ahead.
Although that sentiment seems more relevant today than
ever before, it is always the case. Humans are hardwired
to believe that the recent past will repeat itself
indefinitely, but history has shown us time and time
again that it isn’t true.

© 2020 SEI

Fiscal Policy
The CARES Act (Coronavirus Aid,
Relief and Economic Security Act)
•
•
•
•
•

Direct payments to individuals
Boost in unemployment benefits
Protections against foreclosures
and evictions
More funding for food assistance
Student loan payments
suspended

Corporate programs
• $500 billion business lending
program
• Hospital relief–revenue and
expense support

In the longer term, we believe the pandemic will end, the
global economy will return to full functioning, government
stimulus will be removed (eliminating asset price
distortion) and traditional metrics of stock market
valuation will once again be valid. When that occurs,
investors will view today’s world-shaking events as a Wshaped or L-shaped line on a chart tracking stock market
performance. In the meantime, we and the investment
managers that we work with will continue to build
diversified portfolios in an effort help investors achieve
their financial goals regardless of current market
conditions.

Data as of 6/30/2020 unless otherwise stated.
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Glossary
Cyclical sectors, industries or stocks are those whose performance is closely tied to the economic environment and
business cycle. Cyclical sectors tend to benefit when the economy is expanding.
Duration is a measure of a security’s price sensitivity to changes in interest rates. Specifically, duration measures the
potential change in value of a bond that would result from a 1% change in interest rates.
Earnings multiple is equal to the stock price divided by earnings per share. It is expressed in years. For example, an
earnings multiple of 10 means that it would take 10 years of earnings to equal the stock price.
P/E ratio is equal to a company’s market capitalization divided by its after-tax earnings. The higher the P/E ratio, the more
the market is willing to pay for each dollar of annual earnings. A forward P/E ratio is a current stock’s price divided by its
estimated earnings per share over the next 12 months.
Value refers to the tendency of relatively cheap assets to outperform relatively expensive assets.
Index Definitions
Composite Index of Leading Indicators: used to measure turning points in the business cycle. The metric looks at
qualitative data on short-term economic movements. It is used to predict the direction of global economic movements in
future months.
Industrial Production Index: an indicator used to measure monthly output in the manufacturing, mining, electric and gas
industries.
MSCI EAFE Index: an unmanaged, market-capitalization-weighted equity index that represents the developed world
outside North America.
MSCI Emerging Markets Asia Index: designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments across
nine emerging-market countries in Asia.
MSCI Emerging Markets Europe and Middle East Index: captures large and mid-cap representation across 8
emerging-market countries in Europe and the Middle East.
MSCI Emerging Markets Index: a free float-adjusted market-capitalization-weighted index designed to measure the
performance of global emerging-market equities.
MSCI Emerging Markets Latin America Index: designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap
segments across six emerging-market countries in Latin America.
MSCI USA Index: designed to measure the performance of the large- and mid-cap segments of the U.S. market. The
Index covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market capitalization in the U.S.
MSCI World ex USA Index: a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the
equity market performance of developed markets, not including the U.S.
Purchasing Managers Index: an indicator of economic health for manufacturing and service sectors. Its purpose is to
provide information about current business conditions to company decision makers, analysts and purchasing managers.
Russell 1000 Index: includes 1,000 of the largest U.S. equity securities based on market cap and current index
membership; it is used to measure the activity of the U.S. large-cap equity market.
Russell 2000 Index: includes 2,000 small-cap U.S. equity names and is used to measure the activity of the U.S. smallcap equity market.
S&P 500 Equal Weight Index: an unmanaged index that consists of 500 of the largest publicly-traded U.S. companies
and is considered representative of the broad U.S. stock market. In comparison to the market-weighted index, it gives the
same weight, or importance, to each stock. The smallest companies are given equal weight to the largest companies
© 2020 SEI
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S&P 500 Index: an unmanaged, market-weighted index that consists of 500 of the largest publicly-traded U.S. companies
and is considered representative of the broad U.S. stock market.
This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a
forecast of future events, or a guarantee of future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as
research or investment advice, nor should it be construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell a security, including
futures contracts.
There are risks involved with investing, including loss of principal. Diversification does not ensure a profit or guarantee
against a loss. International investments may involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values,
from differences in generally accepted accounting principles or from economic or political instability in other nations.
Emerging markets involve heightened risks related to the same factors as well as increased volatility and lower trading
volume.
Narrowly focused investments and smaller companies typically exhibit higher volatility. Bonds and bond funds will
decrease in value as interest rates rise. High-yield bonds involve greater risks of default or downgrade and are more
volatile than investment-grade securities, due to the speculative nature of their investments.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent
actual portfolio performance. Index returns do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. One
cannot invest directly in an index.
Certain economic and market information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by other
parties, which in certain cases have not been updated through the date hereof. While such sources are believed to be
reliable, neither SEI nor its subsidiaries assumes any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information
and such information has not been independently verified by SEI.
Information provided by SEI Investments Management Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary of SEI Investments
Company (SEI).
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